
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHEMICAL 

CHEMICAL SPILL KIT – 120 LTR. 

Model: SK-C120DASH 

Absorbency120 Litres | 31.7 US Gallons

A rugged two wheeled, hinged lid bin

The spill kit is contained in a highly portable bin and will be ideal for locations where quantity of 

sorbents needs to be taken to the site of a spill at a moment’s notice. Please note other coloured bins 

are available subject to order quantity and own label branding can be added subject to order size. 

Please contact us for further details. 

 60 x Pads size 50 cm x 40 cm 

The pads in this spill kit are sonic bonded meltblown polypropylene Chemical. They have excellent 

wicking properties with the sonic bond points preventing stray fibres from becoming detached.

 4 x Pillows size 23 cm x 38 cm

These pillows feature a spun-bond outer surface with a

absorbent core will absorb and hold large quantities of aggressive, hazardous or unknown fluids.

 5 x Socks size 8 cm x 1.2 m 

These socks feature a spun-bond outer sleeve with a durable heat sealed seam. This

with a next generation super absorbent flake core and sealed with a durable plastic clip.

 5 x Waste Bags and ties 

These are made from a tough grade of polythene and coloured dark blue. There is also a cable tie 

supplied so that the waste can be secured safely.

 

CHEMICAL SPILL KIT – 120 LTR. 

                                       

 

Gallons of oil Litres | US Gallons of water Base Fibre

A rugged two wheeled, hinged lid bin 

The spill kit is contained in a highly portable bin and will be ideal for locations where quantity of 

te of a spill at a moment’s notice. Please note other coloured bins 

are available subject to order quantity and own label branding can be added subject to order size. 

 

 

l kit are sonic bonded meltblown polypropylene Chemical. They have excellent 

wicking properties with the sonic bond points preventing stray fibres from becoming detached.

4 x Pillows size 23 cm x 38 cm 

bond outer surface with a super absorbent flake core. The next generation 

absorbent core will absorb and hold large quantities of aggressive, hazardous or unknown fluids.

bond outer sleeve with a durable heat sealed seam. This

with a next generation super absorbent flake core and sealed with a durable plastic clip.

These are made from a tough grade of polythene and coloured dark blue. There is also a cable tie 

te can be secured safely. 

 

 

Base Fibre- Polypropylene 

The spill kit is contained in a highly portable bin and will be ideal for locations where quantity of 

te of a spill at a moment’s notice. Please note other coloured bins 

are available subject to order quantity and own label branding can be added subject to order size. 

l kit are sonic bonded meltblown polypropylene Chemical. They have excellent 

wicking properties with the sonic bond points preventing stray fibres from becoming detached. 

super absorbent flake core. The next generation 

absorbent core will absorb and hold large quantities of aggressive, hazardous or unknown fluids. 

bond outer sleeve with a durable heat sealed seam. This tube is then filled 

with a next generation super absorbent flake core and sealed with a durable plastic clip. 

These are made from a tough grade of polythene and coloured dark blue. There is also a cable tie 


